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Structural materials are fundamental in human history. Their use in airframe structures has steadily 

increased since the 1970s. Currently, the applications have expanded to include empennage, fuselage, 

wing and dynamic components of small airplanes, transport aircraft and rotorcraft. Even though, the 

aircraft industry is very conservative in the adoption of new designs and technologies and when new 

aircraft are introduced, they tend to build heavily upon past designs, introducing only incremental 

updates in technology.  However, the global world market has accelerated the race over the last two 

centuries, with progress in structural materials pacing improvements in living. Advances in aluminum 

alloys for airframes and super alloys for engines led to the current era of mass international travel by jet 

aircraft. Advances in high temperature structural materials are leading the way to better engines and 

materials processing. Structural composites have revolutionized pleasure boating and impacted many 

types of sports equipment. Advanced structural composites have been essential to space vehicles and 

offer promises of lighter, more efficient materials for many applications. 

 

Original contribution to experimental, analytical and numerical modelling of processes in advanced 

materials and related topics. Research work can be about interactions between the manufacture 

(machining, forming …) and the behaviour of advanced materials or structures behaviours. 

For the damage analysis using non destructive testing (NDT), the new techniques, measures with or 

without contact and development of new process control, are welcome. 

 Improvement of the integrity of structures, cost reduction of manufacturing and increase in productivity 

are leading to substitute welding and bonding processes to mechanical assembly processes. Today the 

challenge is to design and process high quality welding and bonding joints in order to enhance 

assemblies durability. 
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